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ZONES OF INTERCULTURALITY
A NEW FRAMEWORK CAPTURING INTERCULTURAL INTERACTIONS



LEAH’S BEST HOPES & …. YOURS?

o curiosity aroused

o think further of the challenges that we now face as actors in the 

intercultural field

o stretched to think and / or act differently than you would not have 

otherwise done about interactions at individual, group & community 

levels



THE BIG PICTURE TODAY 

o HOW THE CONCEPT CAME ABOUT

o ZONES OF INTERCULTURALITY

➢ WHAT ARE THEY?

➢ WHAT HAPPENS THERE?

➢ ADVANTAGES OF USING THE MODEL



Conversation, exploratory study, a conception & a book

o conversation on a mountain side about Ladino & the Sephardim

o developing  a narrative research project whereby

⇾ stories gathered, recorded, re-storied & analysed

⇾ working inductively twrds an understanding of interculturality 

(through the appreciation of the individuals’ experience of it)

o 5 zones of interculturality model

o KALEIDOSCOPE OF IDENTITIES (2021, 2022) 

…



The researcher: resources

o “insider“ to  the world of the Bulgarian Sephardim

o familiar with the research territory

o knows the Bulgarian context

o experience with narrative methodology

o (sensе) of languages

o the theme – very important to me!



THE STORYTELLERS
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THE STORYTELLERS

o 14 Sephardim, mostly elderly people, knowledge of Ladino

o ordinary people, unexceptional vis-à-vis intercultural communication

o living out their lives in eras when IC training was unheard of

o engaging in numerous types of relationships and participating in 

changing socio-cultural and geo-political landscapes



Ladino / Djudezmo/ Judyo / Judeo Spanish

o heritage language of Sephardic Jews: spoken & written

o The greatest product of the post-Expulsion era (1492) - the 

development of a shared language

o lingua franka

o 20 & 21 centuries – endangered language or an intercultural 

opportunity?
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MAIN RESEARCH OUTCOMES: ZONES OF INTERCULTURALITY &  THE BOOK



THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL.                                

o evolving as a by-product of the main focus on the storytellers’ narrativised

understandings of Ladino 

o developed inductively rather than framed in existing models of ICC

o a sense of identity work through narration
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FIVE ZONES OF INTERCULTURALITY

othe (intra-)personal --- a zone of internal dialogue

o the domestic --- a zone for the family (especially relevant during 
childhood, upbringing etc)

o the local --- a zone for the Sephardic community in Bulgaria

o the diasporic --- a zone for the wider Sephardic Jewish community 
(including mediated modes of communication through literature, 
newspapers, and journals), and

o the international --- the international community of Spanish-users

As set against the historically-, politically-, culturally-, and societally- changing 
Bulgarian Sephardic Jewish Ladino-oriented context(s)
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THE (INTRA-)PERSONAL ZONE (1) 

o… the way I felt exceptional when I realised that I knew a language which 
was not typically spoken in Bulgaria. [Aron]

o My sense of being an heir to this language is special. It enthuses & 
empowers me with a kind of primary and fundamental force … We seek 
our sense of uniqueness & find it in this language. It is a symbol, a token 
of our otherness. [Andrey]
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THE (INTRA-)PERSONAL ZONE (2)

o Ladino gives me a sense of belonging to something larger. Every so often, it 

gives me the freedom of choice – I can choose the culture I want to belong 

to. Even though it is not the language that I use now it just pops up in 

certain situations & this makes me realise that there’s this language inside 

me, lurking there … [Gredi]

o I sometimes wonder about my [Ladino] accent or my intonation – perhaps 

they bear some Jewish traces & give me away. [Andrey]
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REFLECTING ON WHAT SPEAKING LADINO MEANS TO THEM

o special marker of identity

o curiosity how Ladino makes them different & how it endows them 

with a special voice

o acknowledge their multilingual capacities, power of choice

o aware of the risk of being identified as Jewish

o in full awareness of revolting against the dominant image of the 

‘typical’ Bulgarian national. 



THE DOMESTIC ZONE (1)

o Judesmo is my mother tongue. At home we spoke Judesmo. I 

spoke Judesmo with my aunts, grannies, everybody …  [Ivet]

o My Grandma moved in with us. […] She could not speak 

Bulgarian & she took it upon herself to teach me Ladino. She 

must have been a good ‘teacher’ … in less than three months, I 

was able to communicate with her in Ladino. [Reina] 
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THE DOMESTIC ZONE (2)

o My Grandma always spoke to me in Ladino. When I was in my teens 

& my friends were around, she would still do it. She very well knew 

that my friends were all Bulgarian & could not understand a single 

Ladino word. Invariably, my reaction was to respond to her in 

Bulgarian & thus demonstrate my disapproval – emphatically & 

strongly. This kind of response destroyed the intimacy between us. We 

would often argue. [Andrey]
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SHAPING A SENSE OF THEMSELVES AS LADINO SPEAKERS

o ways of being exposed to the language

o performing multiple identities depending on the type, purpose of 

interaction, interlocutors

o complex navigation between languages & ambiguities

o learning to gate-keep & hold the domains separate



THE LOCAL ZONE OF THE SEPHARDIM IN BULGARIA (1)

o In Plovdiv, my father used to go to the Jewish club every day. He played 

cards with his friends. All their jokes, curses & playful bantering were done in 

Judesmo. [Eli] 

o When she was young, my paternal Grandma Blanca regarded herself a 

modern young woman & tended to speak Bulgarian only. In those times, they 

apparently believed that speaking Ladino was something that only the lower 

classes did, or just old women anyway. Competence in correctly spoken 

literary Bulgarian was very highly valued. [Andrey].
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THE LOCAL ZONE OF THE SEPHARDIM IN BULGARIA

o A terrible pressure for integration was exerted, both from the inside & from the 

outside. I grew up in the Jewish neighbourhood where we spoke Bulgarian with a 

distinctive accent. [….] We did not like sticking out like this & did our best to get 

rid of the accent - so that nobody could tell. [Aron]

o Ladino is like a live coal hidden among the ashes [Solomon] 
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NOSTALGIA AND DEEPLY FELT LOSS OF LADINO

o performing their identities in an environment influenced by 

geopolitical changes

o affiliation to both the Jewish community & the Bulgarian society

o efforts to rescue the language 

https://www.dreamstime.com/royalty-free-stock-photos-jewish-people-image6890218


THE DIASPORA ZONE OF THE WIDER SEPHARDIC COMMUNITY (1)

o We became ‘Bulgarian Jews’ only 70-80 years ago. Before that we used to 

be Balkan Jews. Should we find ourselves among Jews from other Balkan 

countries, there would hardly be anything to make us inherently different 

from each other – except for the language our passports have been written 

in. We do things in similar ways. Everywhere on the Balkans I feel at home. 

[Solomon]
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THE DIASPORA ZONE OF THE WIDER SEPHARDIC COMMUNITY (2)

o I do business with people from Istanbul, in Turkey […] Half of my 
communication goes in Turkish, the other half – in Spanyol. [Aron]

o In Jerusalem, I set out to see the Holocaust museum. As it was closed I 
wanted to find out about the working hours and came across a man from 
Egypt who spoke Spanyol. When we finished talking he said to me, “If 
you walk a bit further, you’ll find another guy who can also speak 
Spanyol.” [Sami]
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THE DIASPORA ZONE OF THE WIDER SEPHARDIC COMMUNITY

o Narratively construct themselves as competent users of Ladino.

o using Ladino as a lingua franca; easy move between languages

o a sense of common Sephardic origin

o inclusive international community

o no longer nostalgic losers; active members of the wider Sephardic 
community
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THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY OF SPANISH SPEAKERS (1)

I remember my first visit to Spain, quite an emotional experience. I felt 

completely comfortable in the Spanish speaking context and was excited by 

listening to people and being able to understand. Away from home, I had 

this amazing sense of being in a linguistically familiar context. I said the last 

couple of sentences of my presentation in Judaesmo-Espanyol. It may have 

all sounded ridiculous and primitive but it was received well. People 

applauded me. … 

I felt at home and an insider. [Eli]
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The international community of Spanish speakers (2)

o When we first met, I spoke to her in Ladino. I was amazed that Reyes 

could understand what I was saying and importantly, I could understand her 

too. [Reina]

o[…] was keen to hear the language which he had never heard anybody speak 

before. The time we spent together made me aware of the special attitude the 

Spanish have for us, Sephardic Jews: they find it truly amazing that not only have 

we preserved Ladino for five centuries but we also cherish the warmest 

sentiments for Spain itself. [Reina]
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The international community of Spanish speakers

o engagement on the basis of shared ownership of mutually intelligible 

languages 

o from staying with Ladino, through own versions of Ladino-Spanish onto 

learning modern Spanish
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ZONES OF INTERCULTURALITY



INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE

“the set of values, attitudes, skills, knowledge, and understanding 

that are needed for understanding and respecting people who are 

perceived to be culturally different from oneself, for interacting and 

communicating effectively and appropriately with such people, and for 

establishing positive and constructive relationships with such people.



INTERCULTURALITY

INDIVIDUALS PERFORMING THEIR IDENTITIES

THROUGH SOCIAL INTERACTION



FIVE ZONES OF INTERCULTURALITY

othe (intra-)personal --- a zone of internal dialogue

o the domestic --- a zone for the family (especially relevant during 
childhood, upbringing etc)

o the local --- a zone for the Sephardic community in Bulgaria

o the diasporic --- a zone for the wider Sephardic Jewish community 
(including mediated modes of communication through literature, 
newspapers, and journals), and

o the international --- the international community of Spanish-users

As set against the historically-, politically-, culturally-, and societally- changing 
Bulgarian Sephardic Jewish Ladino-oriented context(s)
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ZONES OF INTERCULTURALITY

o from the personal to the global / transnational

o fluidity between the zones

o the langua-cultural resources of the participants and how they use 

them in the different zones in which they live their lives

o increasing or decreasing the number of zones
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USING THE CONCEPT IN INTERCULTURAL COACHING

➢ conversational GPS  

➢ assumption of competence on the client’s part

➢ Questions, e.g.

What goes well?

How do you do it?

Do you remember having a good conversation? 

What were you  talking about? What made it so good?

Who notices? What do they say / do?

…
➢ Storying together: a sparkling moment, a success story



BENEFITS OF USING ZONES OF INTERCULTURALITY

o simple

o descriptive rather than evaluative, i.e. what happens on the surface

o suggests change, movement; dynamic as opposed as ’certified’ for good

o explanatory power for what happens in each of the zones

o puts it all in the hands of the speaker rather than on external agents 

o moving away from the juxtaposition competence / incompetence
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TO CONTACT:

leah.davcheva@gmail.com
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